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1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivation

The manufacturing sector undergoes drastic changes in the
global scale due to the advent of a new industrial revolution, the
so-called fourth industrial revolution or Industry 4.0 [170]. A key
feature of this revolution is the increasing interaction of human
beings, production machines and products. As a consequence,
conventional mass production is changing gradually towards
manufacturing systems for mass customization, with higher
flexibility and on-demand manufacturing, which brings about
new technological challenges. Such a new industrial wave
demands connectivity, automation and intelligent systems, in
mass customization and on-demand manufacturing in addition to
mass production as summarized in Fig. 1 [184].

The mentioned connectivity and intelligentization enable
realization of automated manufacturing of products and related
automated services. The pursuit of these three factors would finally

While flexibility is inherent to manufacturing processes suc
machining and welding, die-based manufacturing processes s
as metal forming and casting are increasingly challenged to m
the demands on flexibility.

A working group study on mega-trends and the future of m
forming [127] in 2012 revealed the importance of flexibi
Theresults of the study were summarized as shown
Fig. 2. Various areas, including flexibilitization, intellig
processes, complexity of shape and integration of functions
of which demand for flexibility of forming either directly
indirectly. 3D printing of metals was included as a sepa
category, though not having been included in traditional form
but it becomes a very powerful means of highly flex
manufacturing for producing metallic parts and dies w
reasonable productivity for some industrial manufactur
sectors.

Flexibility of metal forming has become an important issu
recent manufacturing demands and plays an essential role
customized mass and individualized production in 
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A B S T R A C T

Flexibility in metal forming is needed more than ever before due to rapidly changing customer dema
It paves the way for a better control of uncertainties in development and application of metal form
processes. Although flexibility has been pursued from various viewpoints in terms of machines, mate
process, working environment and properties, etc., a thorough study of the concept was undertake
order to with problems of manufacturing competiveness and tackle new challenges of manufactu
surroundings. Therefore, in this paper, flexibility in forming is reviewed from the viewpoints of proc
material, manufacturing environment, new process combinations and machine–system–softw
interactions.
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manufacturing industry. As flexible sheet metal forming, sin
point incremental forming has been widely employed and sub
to extensive research [61,73]. The introduction of double p
(sided) incremental forming had enhanced the formability 

extended the range of shape complexity [125,199]. The comb
tion of incremental forming and conventional sheet form
processes further extended the capability of incremental form
 forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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 additional advantages including increased productivity
. Incremental bulk metal forming has a long history since
Bronze age. Since then, incremental bulk forming has been
loped by employing various forming processes including
ing typically and many incremental forming processes using
ting tools such as flow forming, rotary swaging, orbital
ing, gear rolling, pierce rolling and ring rolling, etc.
. Various flexible forming processes for both sheet and bulk
be found in Japan and they are well summarized in Ref. [8].
ncremental forming is surely the key flexible forming process
has been diversified for manufacturing various metallic
ucts. However, flexibility in forming has been pursued from
rse viewpoints in terms of complexity, material, process,
king environment and machine, etc. In this work, flexibility is
ly viewed and subjected to review from various angles of
pective in order to provide new prospects of flexibility in metal
ing.

Classification of flexibility in metal forming

here are many ways to classify forming processes, as well
marized in the reference by Groche et al. [52]. In the reference,
itional classifications for conventional forming processes are
ussed in detail. For incremental bulk forming, the authors

Halevi and Weill [62] proposed an interesting systematic
classification procedure for selecting an appropriate metal forming
process according to technical feasibility and economic optimiza-
tion considerations. The method can also be applied to general
incremental forming processes. The proposed process selection
procedure takes into account:

1) Lot size (product quantity).
2) Part shape (complexity).
3) Achievable accuracy.
4) Material.

In this process selection methodology four basic shape
complexity levels are distinguished in an effort to discretize
geometrical capabilities. These levels correspond to parts that can
be specified by a characteristic cross section and length (mono),
parts that can be made with a simple die set with mono-
directional kinematics (open), parts with undercuts (complex)
and other geometries, typically containing enclosed volumes
(very complex).

The technical and economic feasibility of a process to support
the manufacture of small lot sizes on the one hand and more
complex shapes on the other, appears to be a useful categorization
approach to distinguish the flexibility of forming processes. As in
conventional classification methods, part shaping capability is still
the most important criterion. Lot size is a criterion that is strongly
related to the need for dedicated tooling and set-up costs for a
specific part geometry, and reflects the process capability to use
generic tooling and flexible set-up techniques: processes that are
facilitated by tools which can accommodate a broad range of
geometrical part specifications are thus requiring low direct
investment costs and setup times between batches of diverse
products. The achievable accuracy and material constraints are
reject criteria reflecting technological process capability consider-
ations.

Halevi and Weill [62] refined the preference rules for the full
taxonomy of manufacturing processes, including forming process-
es, based on process capabilities to shape products as well as
quantity considerations.

Fig. 3 shows the flexibility level with respect to geometric
complexity and economically feasible batch size that can be
derived from the approach described by Halevi and Weill [62].

Differently from the categorization for selecting general
basic forming process(es), classification of flexibility in forming
depends rather on the way in which the material is formed, how
some physical parameters are varied and how processes are
operated in terms of process, machine, system and operation
software. In addition to shape complexity and lot size,
therefore, degree of freedom and variation of physical param-
eters can be added as major factors to influence flexibility as
summarized in Fig. 4. That is, major influencing factors on
flexibility in forming are;

Fig. 1. Three key factors pursued in industry 4.0.

Fig. 2. Mega-trends and future of metal forming [127].
Fig. 3. Flexibility level with respect to lot size and shape complexity.
duced new simplified criteria: stress system and deformation
ence (i.e. intermittent, continuous). In addition to several
entional classifications, they also introduced the initial
kpiece shape to distinguish between incremental bulk metal
ing processes with rotational tool motion. That is: Billet (brick
e or plug shape), Long product (bars or rods) and Rings.
or general incremental forming processes covering both sheet
bulk forming processes, a more appropriate criterion is
ired.
ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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1) Lot size.
2) Shape complexity.
3) Degree of freedom in tool movement and machines.
4) Physical variation of parameters.

Flexibility is accordingly defined as extension of possibilities to
widen formable product categories to meet diverse demands in lot
size, product shape complexity, and physical requirements of the
product by enhancing the capabilities of forming processes,
machines and forming system.

The flexibility level can then be increased by any of the
following practical means as categorized by

1) Increasing the degree of freedom by using non-dedicated tools
and by varying forming path.

2) Varying the physical parameters such as geometry, material,
temperature, etc. in incremental forming.

3) Combining forming processes or combining a conventional
forming process with a flexible forming process, or by
combining a forming process with a non-forming process such
as casting, etc.

4) Flexibilizing the operation of machine, structure, system and
operation software, etc.

In Table 1, the above means of flexibility increase are
summarized with respect to four major influencing factors.

2. Flexibility by increasing the degree of freedom without us
devoted tools and by varying forming path

2.1. Incremental sheet and profile forming

2.1.1. Incremental sheet forming by pointed tool(s) movement
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is an emerging sheet m

forming process which offers flexibility by eliminating the need
the geometric-specific forming dies [36,46]. The increme
forming processes can meet stringent demands in the sh
forming industry related to rapid and customized part realiza
coupled with rigorous requirements on geometric accuracy 

material properties, etc., which made the traditional form
process expensive. In IF, one or multiple generic stylus-type t
move along a predefined tool path, incrementally deforming
sheet metal, as shown in Fig. 5.

The final geometry is formed by the accumulation of th
sequential, localized plastic deformations. In industrial applicati
characterized by highly differentiated and small batch product
the avoidance of dedicated traditional stamping system reduces
forming time and cost [73,124]. In spite of the potential of the pro
for value-added manufacturing, there are challenges associated w
manufactured part performance that significantly impede 

adoption of IF for industrial applications [6], which are ma
geometric accuracy, formability prediction, fatigue behaviour [2
and forming time [120,121,126].

The formability of the formed material also plays a key rol
the part performance of IF [19,38,114]. For instance, unlike 

typical sheet stamping process, the plastic deformation zon
usually localized around the forming tool in IF. The limited mate
flow causes non-uniform thickness distribution of the formed p
or even the part failure due to the excessive thinning. To distrib
the sheet thickness more uniformly and increase the maxim
achievable wall angle, some intermediate passes are requ
before the final pass is imposed. For example, Skjødt et al. [185] 

Duflou et al. [34,35] utilized five passes to achieve a high wall an
as 90�. Davarpanah et al. [32] further improved the multip
strategy by taking into account the possible rigid body motio
avoid the stepped feature as reported in Refs. [33,185].

Despite of the achieved high wall angle, these open-l
multipass planning strategies usually require much lon
forming time compared to the single pass ones, and they 

also mostly empirical based which makes them hard to
generalized. Subsequently, the force signal was proposed as
indicator for possible fracture to achieve an online fract
monitoring and control in 2006 [39]. The change of the form
force is monitored during the forming process. It was noted
force behaviour after reaching the peak value is an effective in
for the potential of excessive thinning. If the force slope is 

Table 1
Means of flexibility level increase in relation to four major influencing factors
(H = high, M = medium, L = low).

Lot size
(Productivity)

Complexity DOF
(Tool, M/C,
motion)

Physical
parameter

DOF increase
-Incr. sheet forming L, M M, H M, H –

-Incr. bulk forming L L, M M –

Fig. 4. Major factors influencing flexibility.
Physical variation
-Geometric variation H L L

p
-Material disposition L H H

p
-Local (Incr.) heating L, M, H M, H L

p

Process combination
-Convent. + convent. H M, H L –

-Flexible + convent. L, M M, H L, M –

-Forming + non-form. H M, H L –

Flexibilzation of M/C,
system, software
operation

H M, H H –

Fig. 5. Basic elements of sheet metal incremental forming [36].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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p, a fracture is likely to happen, and the process parameters
 to be changed on line, like adapting a smaller incremental

th. However, since the force oscillation is often observed in
forming process, this proposed method requires an accurate
erical model for force prediction, especially for irregular
es, and therefore, may limit the approach to axisymmetric
, like a cone, in practical applications.
esides the tool path modification [118,165], the IF process itself
been continuously improved. For example, the Two Point
emental Forming (TPIF) was proposed in which a partial die is
zed to support the material and reduce the undesired global
ing and geometric deviation [129]. Based on the TPIF, Double
d Incremental Forming (DSIF) [145] was proposed to maintain
benefits of the local support while avoiding the overhead costs
he specific die by using a second tool on the opposite side of
metal sheet [128], as shown in Fig. 6. It has also been shown
 DSIF alters the stress triaxiality by imposing additional
sure from the supporting tool, and thus improves the process
ality [119] and fatigue behaviour [209]. To better control the

 process, different control strategies were proposed for the
orting tool. For example, in Malhotra et al. [123], the
orting tool is displaced at a certain distance, i.e., tool gap,
rding the forming tool in the surface normal direction. The tool
will be determined based on the local wall angle, in-plane
ature and also other experiment setups such as the tool
eters or sheet thickness. Correspondingly, the force control
he second tool is also implemented, and the effect of various
orting force imposed by the secondary tool was studied
]. The second tool can also be offset in angle with respect to the

 tool to create a different squeeze effect [119].
ith the controllability and flexibility of CAM-process [67,139],
ormability and geometrical flexibility of the sheet incremental
ing process can be maximized. Meier et al. [129] developed an
emental robot-based sheet forming process shown in
7. Roboforming is implemented by means of two industrial

robots that are interconnected to a cooperation robot system
[129]. The robot-based process can accurately fabricate more
flexible-shaped products, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c).

There are many trials to decrease the process time in the sheet
incremental forming process [196]. Kwiatkowski et al. [96,197]
introduced “Twin tool” concepts shown in Fig. 8(a) supplying an
individual kinematics for each tool in the incremental sheet
forming. Using “TwinTool” concept, it is possible to decrease the
process time and costs. It presents an individual kinematics for
each tool by introducing two additional linear axes. Each tool was
inclined in order to allow two tools close to each other. Nowadays,
they are working on multi-tool concepts shown in Fig. 8(b)
consisting of a tool matrix. Each tool can be adjusted vertically.

The major challenge in controlling the incremental forming
processes is to increase the robustness of control methods for
complex part geometry and various experimental setups while
maintaining the overall process time or cost efficiency. To
overcome the challenge, work has been conducted to address
the requirement of an in-situ geometric measurement equipment
in the on-line geometry accuracy control methods [63] and the
accurate alignment of the scanned geometry with the target one.
The optical measurement has an access problem. An efficient and
cost effective in-situ geometric measurement at the presence of
lubricant or a fast and accurate prediction method is desired.

Moreover, how to modify the tool path based on the measured
error efficiently is still an unsolved problem, which depends on an
accurate process modelling regarding the underlying mechanics of
IF process and more advanced control methods for in-situ closed-
loop process control. For example, the supporting force is usually
follows in pre-set value in the current research [119] while the
optimum tool gap in the displacement-controlled DSIF is purely
empirically determined [145]. In this case, an analytical method to
predict the optimum tool gap or supporting force regarding
complex geometric features and various experimental setups is
desired. Thus, a model-based force control loop can be imple-
mented in the future, which will adjust the position of the tool(s)
according to the model prediction and in-situ sensing so that both

Fig. 8. Tools for flexible incremental forming (a) twin tool (b) multi-tool concept
[96].

Fig. 6. Double sided incremental forming [145].
Fig. 7. Roboforming with two robots [129].

ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in meta
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
over squeezing or loss of contact can be prevented.

2.1.2. Incremental sheet forming by blank-rotation/spinning
Metal spinning is used to form shell components, but is

constrained by two features: it can practically only produce
axisymmetric shapes up to now; it requires a dedicated mandrel
for each product. Examination of pressures between product and
mandrel revealed that contact is limited to three well defined
areas. Furthermore, if these rollers could be controlled, they could
represent any symmetric or asymmetric mandrel. A seven-axis
l forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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machine was designed, manufactured, and used to spin trial parts.
The machine design is described, and preliminary results give an
indicator of process capability [148].

An opportunity to increase the economical relevance and
flexibility of conventional metal spinning is the development of the
process of “non-circular spinning” for producing rotationally non-
symmetric components [16,17]. In principle, the production of
rotationally non-symmetric, hollow components through spinning
is possible with the application of force-controlled or motion-
controlled roller tools shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 presents the products
of the newly developed non-circular spinning process.

Another possibility for the manufacturing of rotationally non-
symmetric hollow parts through spinning is the exact feeding of
the roller tool in the axial and radial directions. This ensures a
constant gap between the spinning mandrel and the roller at all
times during the spinning process. Sugita and Arai [191] developed
a synchronous multipath metal-spinning method, which controls
the roll position synchronously with the spinning rate. Rectangular
box shapes were successfully formed by optimizing the tool
trajectory, is shown in Fig. 11.

The material flow in the conventional spinning process follows
the sine law (t = t0sina). Tube and cup having a vertical wall cannot
be manufactured from the conventional spinning process. Suzuki
et al. [194] proposed a new spinning process using the elastomer

shown in Fig. 12. The tool pushes a sheet metal locally 

elastomer lifts up the sheet metal. Through the forming proc
the tool concentrates the sheet metal to the center. Using 

elastomer in the spinning process, the flexibility and 

formability of the process was improved

2.1.3. Incremental profile forming by flexible roll movements
Roll forming originally is a continuous bending process du

which a profile with a desired cross section is formed in a ste
state process. Flexibility in roll forming can be achieved
enabling variable cross-sections along the longitudinal direc
through movable rolls. Groche et al. [55] developed a flexible
forming stand shown in Fig. 13. The desired bending edge can
generated in a CAD-system and read by a control program
control the forming units. Constant flange heights can be achie
by using geometrically fitted metal sheets.

Lindgren [116] developed a 3D roll-forming process wh
allows for profiles with variable depth and width The conc
shown in Fig. 14 consists of six forming stands which servo con
axes two for translations and two rotations of the rolls. Produ
from this process are shown in Fig. 14.

Flange wrinkling and web warping are two major failure mo
in flexible roll forming [77,78]. They are caused by longitud
compressive and tensile stresses in the inlet and outlet zones of
change in section [56] Larrañaga et al. [105] investigated 

enhancement of the accuracy for the flexible roll forming
reduce the shape error, a new process called incremental coun
forming (ICF) shown in Fig. 15 was proposed by which the sh

Fig. 10. Produced examples of non-circular spinning [16,17].

Fig. 12. Tube fabrication by spinning utilizing elastomer [194].

Fig. 9. Asymmetric spinning [148].
Fig. 11. Rectangular box shape through a synchronous multipath metal-spinning
method [191].

Fig.13. Schematic of concept of flexible roll forming with additional forming unit (a)
apparatus (b) design of blank [55].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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r can be reduced in incremental steps [158]. As a result, the
ise geometry can be manufactured without shape errors.
ncremental Profile Forming transfers the principle of incre-
tal sheet forming to tubes and profiles and allows the
ufacture of tubular parts with a variable cross-section design
g the centre line. Multiple forming tools with arbitrary shapes
nt into the tube and move along predefined tool paths until the
red shape is realized. Based on the described concept Grzancic
l. [57] developed a flexible machine system with eight
erically controlled axes, given in Fig. 16, where up to six tools
be utilized and moved separately from each other at the same
.
epending on the tool design and its combinations, a wide
ety of part geometries can be generated. Some corresponding
uct examples are shown in Fig. 17 for the kinematic, form-

curved plate was proposed [26,214]. Reconfigurable multi point
tools were employed to approximate the upper and lower solid
dies. The line array roll set (LARS) was developed by Shim et al.
[175–177]. Each roll set can be moved in vertical direction as shown
in Fig. 18.

2.1.4. Incremental profile forming by bending operation
The demand for bent profiles as structural elements in

transportation and in civil engineering has increased strongly
[210]. Geiger and Sprenger [48] and Vollertsen et al. [201]
mentioned that stretch bending is based on the principle of
limited shape forming and is mainly used in the automotive
industry for mass production [21].

Recently, 3D-bent profiles as incremental forming have
provided engineers with higher flexibility and have allowed the
construction of lighter and stiffer structures. It is also possible that
three-dimensional flexibility in shaping profiles for lightweight
construction will open up new possibilities [83].

Murata et al. [147], Kleiner et al. [84], Gantner et al. [45],
Goodarzi et al. [49] and Hermes et al. [64] proposed bending
processes for producing 3D-bent products. Chatti et al. [28]
proposed the TSS (Torque Superposed Spatial) bending process
that has been developed using methods of systematic engineering
design shown in Fig. 19. The 3D bending contour of profiles was
controlled by a superposed torque. The kinematic components of
the machine were synchronized simultaneously to lead to higher
flexibility.

Fig. 15. Flexible roll forming using incremental counter forming [158].

Fig. 16. Machine system for incremental profile forming [57].

Fig. 17. Product examples of incremental profile forming [58].

Fig. 18. Incremental rolling of doubly curved plates [177].

Fig. 14. Schematic of 3D-roll forming (a) apparatus (b) product [116].
Fig. 19. Schematic of a machine setup-up of the TSS bending process [28].
ed and combined forming type, where, according to Grzancic
. [58], the kinematic forming type shows the highest product
ety due to the utilization of an universal tool design.
nother category of flexible roll forming is forming of generally
ed plates by employing multiple rolls in an incremental
ess. In a shipbuilding yard, hull forming is an important
ication process in which flat plates are deformed into doubly
ed plates. The manufacturing process of the doubly curved
e is usually carried out manually by skilled craftsmen by using
torches. A multi-point forming process for producing a doubly
ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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Dieless U-bending methods had been introduced by Kuboki
et al. [92,94]. Previously, bending of tubes was performed by the
die bending process and three-roll bending process. The three-roll
bending process is a flexible bending process. However, it cannot
achieve precise geometry due to gravity and unstable portion at
the beginning end and at the finishing end. Dieless U-bending
method is a flexible bending process enabling various bending
radii with flexibility [93]. This process eliminated the effects of
gravity by clamp and feeding rolls. Various values of radius can be
obtained by controlling arm radius and position of the bending
roller. The schematic figure of the dieless U-bending process is
shown in Fig. 20.

Shimada et al. developed “Three-Dimensional Hot Bending and
Direct Quench (3DQ)" method. A tube is fed through a feeding
system, at the exit of which the tube is locally heated. A robot arm
holds the end of the tube, for generating bending moment at the
heated point, and then the bent part is rapidly cooled as shown in
Fig. 21. As a result, the tube has a 3-dimentionally bent shape as
well as high strength at the same time.

2.2. Incremental bulk forming

2.2.1. Incremental bulk forming by discrete cogging operation
Incremental bulk forming is the oldest known metal forming

technology. At that time, man began to manufacture simple tools
and ornaments from gold, silver and copper without devoted tools.

for the component, mass production capability and saving of 

material. The closed-die forging process needs a devoted die set
each product. However free forging process has been applied
incremental bulk forming, because the specific die-set is 

required and various shapes could be flexibly formed with a sm
number of tools [52]. In incremental bulk forging, deformatio
materials is not restricted by the tool shape [155]. Therefore,
bulk incremental forming process, which utilizes rather sm
equipment and more universal tools instead of a special die, 

been carried out in many applications.
In bulk incremental forging, an integrated manufactu

system of free forging was developed, as shown in Fig. 22. W
et al. [203] investigated the free forging process with a 6-
degree of freedom robot and servo-press which is very econom
in forming of complex shape parts due to high process flexib
and simple die-setting. The basic experimental results were sho
in Fig. 22.

Rotary swaging is a metal forming process for chang
diameter of a tubular or solid bar. Most applications involve
reduction [65]. Axial-Radial-Forming was developed in orde
manufacture additional shapes like shaft collar in gear sh
which requires a local increase of diameter. The shaft collar 

formed by engraved die segments [164]. Jin et al. [74] develope
rotary forming process to thicken the rim of a disc-like part. As
ring roller moves around the workpieces, the rim of station
workpieces is rolled and thickened with desired shape.

For flexible and CNC controllable radial forming machine 

developed by Paukert and Lange [159]. The radial forming mach
RUMX 2000 (Fig. 23) [103,159] contained all necessary systems
automatic manufacturing. Stepped shafts with longitudinal 

and more complex shapes such as T-sections and X-sections can
fabricated. As shown in Fig. 24, Lee et al. [108] developed
innovative radial-axial forging process employing increme
forming in order to produce shaft parts with complex-sha
flanges. Three-dimensional parts can be fabricated from a 

material having smaller outer dimensions than those of fi

product by repeating the radial-axial incremental forging proc
Fig. 24(b) shows apparatus for radial forging, and Fig. 24(c) sh
apparatus for axial forging.

A new approach for the integrated open-die forging of cur
workpieces is presented, by Wolfgarten and Hirt [206]. In 

incremental forging process, the material flow is controlled

Fig. 21. Schematic figure of the three-dimensional hot bending and direct quench
[178].

Fig. 20. Dieless U-bending process [93].

Fig. 22. Incremental forging with a robot and formed products with various s
[203].
Fig. 23. Radial forming machine RUMX 2000 [103,159].
Nowadays, incremental bulk forming is applied to manufacture
large products with the usual name of “cogging” and incremental
“upsetting”. Various simple shapes could be manufactured flexibly
with a small number of tools [52].

In bulk metal forming, which are often characterized by the
final component geometry being largely represented by the tool
geometry, specific approaches exist for making component
production more flexible.

The forging process, in comparison with the machining process,
has advantages such as the improvement of mechanical properties
Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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rimposed manipulator displacements. Superimposed manip-
or displacement gives bending deformation to workpieces. The
rmation in the top view and vertical view are presented in
25. Through this forming process, a generally curved

kpiece can be manufactured within one forging pass with
bility.

. Incremental forming by ring blank rotation/flexible ring rolling
ing rolling is one of the incremental bulk forming process and

 to manufacture products of ring shapes for engine parts and
space parts. The shape of products made by conventional ring-
ng is limited to constant cross-sections and flat rings. To extend
process for industrial applicability and flexibility of the ring
ng process, new approaches for ring rolling of various shapes of
s-sections had been suggested.
llwood et al. [7] and Stanistreet et al. [187] developed a novel

 of flexible ring rolling machine (Fig. 26). By increasing the
ber of elemental modules, the machine provides the
ibility of increasing the flexibility of the process and increasing
roduction capability. In addition to flexible ring-rolling, Lee
. [110] fabricated a tilted ring by changing mandrels during the
ess. Cleaver et al. [29] studied the ring rolling process for the
-axisymmetric components having variable wall thickness. By

controlling roll gaps and speeds online, products with variable
thickness could be made without loss of circularity. Flexible ring
rolling shows the potential to extend the complexity of the ring
cross-section.

2.2.3. Other incremental forming by flexible tool movement(s) –

transverse rolling
Orbital forming as an incremental bulk forming process can be

applied on a metal plate to create a defined circular plate thickness
characteristic [179]. From the orbital forming process, flanged
automotive parts and impeller shafts can be manufactured.

In orbital forging, deformation occurs in a small segment of
material. As a result, orbital forging presents smaller forming loads,
small stresses in dies, longer die life and reduced noise and
vibrations. As shown in Fig. 27, the orbital forging process can
increase the formability of materials. In addition to formability,
Orbital forging has advantages in product shapes and does not
require a specific die-set [160]. These indicate that orbital forging is
economical in medium and small-batch production. In addition to
economic points, orbital forging provides flexibility in production
shapes [154].

Functionally integrated sheet metal components can be
manufactured flexibly with less yield loss, better mechanical
properties and shorter process chains by combining sheet forming
with incremental bulk forming. Process adapted semi-finished
products like tailored blanks with a defined sheet thickness
distribution are necessary for some processes of this class to
achieve the desired geometrical dimensions. These tailored
preforms can be manufactured with a sheet-bulk metal forming
operation itself. Since high process forces are required due to
spatial material flow and large contact areas, incremental forming
technologies like orbital forming are well suited for this task
[136]. The thickness distribution and the orbital forging process are
presented in Fig. 27. Various types of tools can be utilized in the
sheet-bulk metal forming process as shown in Fig. 27. Through the
continuous and discontinuous forming process, flexible geome-
tries can be manufactured.

Another approach of the sheet-bulk metal forming technology
deals with an incremental procedure (iSBMF) shown in
Fig. 28. Within the trend of individualization, a flexibility of
manufacturing processes is necessary for a high product variety
by kinematic strategies of simple forming tools. A characteristic
feature is the small forming zone in comparison to the workpiece
volume, and thus, lower forming forces occur. With the localized
iSBMF forming operations are applied to sheet metals and enable an

Fig. 27. Tailored blank by orbital forging [136].Fig. 25. Open die forging for curved workpieces [206].

4. Schematic of incremental radial-axial forging of flanged shaft parts (a)
pt of the incremental radial-axial forging (b) radial forging (c) axial forging
.

6. Flexible ring rolling machine and the module of the experimental ring
g machine [187]. Fig. 28. Five-axis forming press for the incremental sheet-bulk metal forming [180].

ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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intended three-dimensional material flow. The key innovation is the
defined control of the 3D material flow in a sequence of forming
operations. The local setting of the workpiece contour, the sheet
thickness and the hardening based on individual requirements are
the most important advantages provided by this approach. For this
purpose a special forming press with five axes of motionwas realized
and allows for a wide variety of different forming operations.

The forming operations can generally be separated into
continuous and discrete sequences. The continuous processes
represent forming steps with a permanent tool engagement and
discrete processes have a temporally limited, interrupted tool
contact. A further distinction occurs due to the position of the
processing. Characteristic cases are the processing of the sheet
plane (Fig. 29(a)) and of the sheet edge (Fig. 29(b)). By processing
the sheet edge, form-elements are aspired, such as gears
[182,183]. With the forming operations on the sheet plane a
locally defined material pile-up is formed which can be used as
additional volume for fastening elements or as secondary design
elements [205]. Both process variants require adequate tooling
systems, particularly chambering elements, in order to control the
material flow. These necessary elements also represent a restric-
tion for the tool dimensioning.

For the fundamental process understanding of the innovative
iSBMF processes, analytical frameworks were developed to offer a
physical insight at the deformation mechanics and to estimate the
influence of the main process parameters on the force require-
ments [182,205]. Challenges during the incremental gear forming
regarding a high tool wear and an insufficient form filling of the
first gear element formed were faced and solved [205].

As in the case of incremental sheet metal forming, the
realization of component geometry based on a suitable tool
kinematics also represents an approach in the field of bulk metal
forming, which increases flexibility. In this context an innovative
solution is represented by the so-called axial feed cross rolling
[100,102]. A large variety of part geometries can be manufactured
without specific forming tools. The forming process is based on the
relative motion between the workpiece and two rolling tools
rotating simultaneously. These rolling tools groove the workpiece
due to a corresponding infeed motion. Additionally, the workpiece,

which is rotating freely, is moved axially i.e. it is pulled through
rolls. The infeed motions of the rolls and the feed motion of
workpiece may be varied in the process sequence.

The schematic figure of the axial feed cross rolling process 

products are presented in Fig. 30. Moreover, it is possible to rea
several grooves and repeated rolling in one clamping, which all
for the diameter of the workpiece to be reduced by more than 8
The overall estimate establishes that axial feed cross-rolling is 

of few processes of bulk metal forming that enable econo
manufacturing of complex component geometries for a rang
small or medium-sized number of pieces. In addition
flexibilization of the component production, significant eff
can be achieved regarding efficiency of materials and resour
Fig. 31 presents a prototype machine developed by a j
collaboration between Lasco Umformtechnik GmbH and Fraun
fer IWU [190].

3. Flexibility by physical parameter variation

3.1. Flexibility of Strength distribution by geometric variation

3.1.1. Flexible geometric variation by continuous operation (flexi
rolling)

The efficient production of weight optimized components o
requires new, more flexible forming processes. novel hot rol
process was presented for forming I-beams with variable cr
section [27], which are lighter than prismatic alternati

Fig. 31. Prototype machine for axial feed cross rolling [190].

Fig. 29. Schematic presentation of the processing of (a) the sheet plane and (b) the
sheet edge [181].
Fig. 30. Schematic figure of the axial feed cross rolling process and products [100]. Fig. 32. Hot rolling for variable cross-section [27].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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itionally, demands on mechanical performances by optimiza-
 of local properties and optimized sheet thickness for
ctures are increasing [71,91]. The process is capable of
rating variable cross-section beams with variation in web
h of 30–50%. Some examples of variable cross-sectional beams
manufacturing process are shown in Fig. 32.

 new rolling process is being developed for producing cold
d strips with a defined cross section [53,68]. These strips
ure differences in thickness up to 50% perpendicular to the
ng direction. A special roll system is used to achieve a material

 exclusively in the direction of the strip width. As a
equence, the strip width is increased significantly. In this

 a wide variety of different cross sections can be produced. The
ication of sheet with variable cross-section covers novel load-
ted and load-optimized structures with different thicknesses,
special profiles and special section tubes.
yabkov et al. [166] proposed a new tailored rolling blank (TRB)
ugh 3D-strip profile rolling. By combining flexible rolling (FR)
strip profile rolling (SPR) into one production chain [88]. It was
ible to produce blanks with both longitudinal and latitudinal
sitions. A schematic figure of a 3d-profiled blank is shown in
33.

s shown in Fig. 34, the tailored rolling blank (TRB) regions that
 been reduced maximally in thickness have a higher yield
ss in comparison with the regions that have been minimally
ced due to strain hardening. The rolls can be arranged as
n in Fig. 34. Also, some examples are presented in Fig. 34.

. Flexible geometric variation by discrete operation (flexible plate
ing)

 plate forging process of tailored blanks having local
kening for the deep drawing of square cups was developed

deep drawing of square cups became double. Merklein and Opel
[135] investigated the sheet-bulk metal forming process [130] to
manufacture tailored blanks with a defined sheet thickness.
Manufactured sheets with different thickness were employed in
the deep-drawing process and forming process to obtain flexibility
in geometric variation of sheet products.

3.2. Flexibility of material disposition by introducing different
materials

3.2.1. Flexible material disposition using by patchwork blanks
A promising approach to reduce manufacturing costs, decrease

vehicle weight, and improve the quality of automotive body
components is through the use of tailor-welded blanks [81]. This
term refers to blanks where multiple sheets of material are welded
together to create a single blank prior to the forming process
[2,138]. The key idea of patchwork blanks is to partially reinforce a
mainsheet by one or more blanks (patch) as shown in Fig. 36 [99]
and Fig. 37 [132]. In most cases the patched blank is smaller than
the main sheet. The difference to conventional reinforcement

Fig. 35. Plate forming of tailored blanks [141].

Fig. 33. 3D-profiled blank [166].

Fig. 34. Flexible rolling for defined cross section [88].
Fig. 36. Automotive components with patches [99].
Fig. 37. Examples of the tailor welded blanks [132].
prove the drawability [141]. A sheet having uniform thickness
 bent into a hat shape of two inclined portions, and then was
pressed with a flat die under restraint of both edges to thicken
two inclined portions. The bending and compression were
ated after a right-angled rotation of the sheet for thickening in
perpendicular direction. A plate forged sheet and results of the

 drawing are shown in Fig. 35. The thickness of the rectangular
 portion equivalent to the bottom corner of the square cup was
eased, particularly the thickening at the four corners of the
angular ring undergoing large decrease in wall thickness in the
ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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methods used in the automotive industry is that the blank and the
reinforcing patch are joined prior to the forming process. The
blanks are connected with an overlap joint. Another advantage of
patch-work blanks in contrast to conventional reinforcing is the
higher fitting accuracy between the two sheets as a consequence of
the joint. Moreover, even very small areas of the blank can be
reinforced.

3.2.2. Flexible material disposition using by metallic sandwich plate
(s)

A sandwich structure is a common practice in lightweight
structures in nature such as branches, bones, etc. These structures
are featured by structural optimization and minimum weight for
maximum performance, such as high specific strength and high
energy absorption value. As inner structures between skin sheets,
tetrahedrons, pyramids, 3D kagomes, diamond weaves, hollow
trusses and honeycomb structures can be used for the inner
structure [195,202] have been used.

Various methods such as perforated sheet folding, wire
assembly and investment casting have been applied to the
manufacture of a light-weight metallic sandwich plate. Such
manufactured sandwich plates are not amenable to forming with
very low formability due to their extremely high bending strength
and stiffness, which hinders practical application.

A new approach is the forming of additively manufactured
sandwich sheets by selective laser melting (SLM). Sandwich sheets
with optimized core structures and high ductility are developed
with respect to high formability. Fig. 38 shows the possibilities of
additive manufacturing (AM). Multi-material applications, func-
tional integration, such as complex cooling channels or integrated
sensors, as well as load-adjusted graded core structures are
developed and produced. With AM it is possible to combine the
benefits of both processes – the flexibility and free complexity of
AM plus the efficiency and productivity of forming technologies.
The sandwich sheets are completely produced with SLM and show
promising results in the three-point-bending test (Fig. 39). Another
upside of the aforementioned process combination, is the
substantial time saving of up to 50% compared to the manufactur-
ing of the final contour.

Seong et al. [171,172] developed bendable sandwich plates with
sheared dimple inner cores to increase bendability. The sheared
dimple cores prevent face buckling and core shear failure because

the shear strength of the sheared dimple cores is higher than 

of other sandwich cores with the same relative density. Suc
bendable sandwich structures provides the flexibility in design 

manufacture of sandwich plate. The car bumper shown in Fig. 4
made from the sandwich plates with sheared dimple cores.

3.2.3. 3D printing of metals and smart material utilization
The evolution of 3D printing (3DP) or additive manufactu

over the past three decades has been nothing less t
extraordinary [198]. The evolution of 3DP has been made
improvements in 3DP materials and technologies. Addi
manufacturing processes produce physical objects from dig
information point-by-point, line-by-line, surface-by-surface
layer-by-layer [41,168,173]. Today, 3DP products and serv
support a wide range of activities including manufactur
energy, transportation, art, architecture, education and 

military [59,66,70,111].
Recently, researchers related to the development of e

friendly molding and forming tools have refocused their eff
on the laser assisted metal rapid tooling process to cope with
global warming issue and the resource depletions [42,207]. 

advantageous inherent features of the laser assisted metal ra
tooling process include an readily additive characteris
switchable supply of materials and material deposition along
arbitrary trajectory. These features provide the tool designer 

manufacturer with an opportunities to overcome the limitation
the conventional molding and forming tools from the viewpo
of energy consumption, environmental impact and material us
[3] as shown in Fig. 41.

The forming load of the bulk metal forming process, includ
forging, extrusion, rolling, etc., is greater than that of the sh
metal forming process. The laser assisted metal rapid too
process has been hardly applied to the manufacture of the tools

Fig. 40. Application of the bendable metallic sandwich plate [171,172].

Fig. 38. Schematic composition of multi-material additively manufactured
sandwich sheets with integrated functions.
Fig. 39. Metallic sandwich sheets manufactured by selective laser melting with
different core structures after bending to the same bending angle showing different
spring-back. Fig. 41. Restoration of hot forging tools using laser assisted material deposition [3].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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bulk metal forming process. Recently, several researchers have
 to utilize cladding and melting types of laser assisted metal
d tooling process for the improvement of the wear resistance of
m and hot forming tools.
ince the laser assisted metal rapid tooling process was
oduced into manufacturing industries, restoration of mold-
and forming tools has been considered as a competitive
lication field. The cladding type of laser assisted metal rapid
ing process along with coaxial nozzles for powder feeding,
n many commercial processes, can deposit the desired
erial on the damaged tool surfaces. In addition, the porosity

 the heat affected zone are hardly formed in the deposited
on. InssTek Inc., is researching into five-axis controlled
ible deposition system. The flexible deposition system
es possible to near net shape repairing of the tools. InssTek

 has carried out the restoration of hot forging tools [3]. The
pany has reported that the life of the restored hot forging

 for the case of the connecting rod is increased nearly
times or more.

Flexibility of strength control by local or incremental heating

. Flexible local heating for tailor-tempered sheets
ailor welded, tailor rolled and patchwork blanks [156,163] are
nly produced to improve the properties of the parts for its final
ication. In many cases, the forming process of tailored blanks is

 more difficult compared to conventional blanks because of
inhomogeneous thicknesses or strength distribution [95].
n contrast, the aim of tailored heat treat blanks (THTB) [132] is
prove the formability of the products. Blanks produced with

THTB technology have locally different property distribution
g the sheet plane [47,131]. The partial mechanical properties
tailored to improve the subsequent forming operation. The
nologies’ key idea is that the gradation of the mechanical
erties is obtained by local heat treatment performed before
actual forming process. Consequently, the forming process is
ized in cold conditions. This has many advantages in
parison to conventional warm or hot forming operations: no
ial and expensive components, like hot forming tools or heat-
tant handling systems, are necessary and the heat treatment
ation can be locally and temporally separated from the
ing process. Fig. 42 shows an example of the tailored heat
ted blanks. After heat treatment, the formability of the
erial increases and the product can be formed without
lems.
ecently, a new process of the tailored tempering system, has

 developed in the industry. In a continuous cooling process of
tailored tempering system, the cooling rate and hardness are
relevant parameters. This method uses cooling gradients,
ulated in the hot forming simulation, to determine the value of
ness and other mechanical characteristics of the part. The
hanical properties depend on the thermal and forming history
e part. For instance, Fig. 43 shows a B-pillar product with

excellent intrusion control in the upper section and high energy
absorption in the lower section.

Studies on changing the properties of products by controlling
the cooling rate and heating region locally have been carried out to
simplify the process and reduce the cost. The manufacturing of a
single part with tailored properties with flexiblity can be carried
out using different process control strategies such as tool
temperature, thermal conductivity, and contact surfaces as stated
by Karbasian and Tekkaya [76]. Mori and Okuda [144], Mori et al.
[142] quenched only local portions requiring high strength using
tailored die quenching in hot stamping. They produced formed
parts of ultra-high strength steel with good strength distribution.

The heat assisted sheet metal forming in progressive or transfer
tools by local induction heating is another approach for the flexible
setting of geometrical and mechanical properties in large-scale
production. Compared to conventional hot stamping, only critical
zones are heat treated so that required product properties are
fulfilled either by the initial condition or by the rapid heat
treatment [97,98]

3.3.2. Flexible local heating for formability improvement
The formability of hard-to-form materials can be increased by

increasing forming temperatures [12,80,200,212,213]. To increase
formability and flexibility, the external heat sources can be applied
to the hard-to-form materials where plastic deformation occurs
[69]. Local heating of the materials eases processing of materials
due to the dependence of the yield strength on temperature. Heat
transfer by thermal radiation, conduction, convection, induction
heating and microwave heating can be applied to the selective
heating of the materials.

Using external heat sources such as heated forming tools and
gas burners have technical disadvantages such as process control,
guarantee of required quality, thermal loading on the machine tool
and safety in the workplace as stated by Neugebauer et al. [150] in
their review paper. It becomes clear that there is a need for a
heating strategy which enables targeted, simultaneous heating of
the forming zone during metal forming processes. Selective laser
heating offers a possibility to heat only the areas of the work piece
where strongest deformations are required. The laser beam is
applied to conventional forming process such as the bending, roll
forming, deep drawing, the sheet incremental forming process and
the spinning process to increase the formability of the materials.

Spinning is widely applied to tube forming with the increasing
usage of tubular parts. For hard-to-form materials, the conven-

Fig. 43. Tailored tempering [76].
Fig. 42. Tailored heat treated blank (THTB) [132].

ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in meta
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
tional spinning process is difficult to be applied due to their low
formability. Yoshihara et al. [211] investigated the spinning process
of magnesium alloy tubes using gas burners and NC control. The
feasibility of the spin forming of a magnesium alloy tube was
proved by experiments as shown in Fig. 44. Murata et al. [146]
developed a new CNC spinning machine having roller tools with
heaters. The heated tools heat and form the magnesium tubes into
various shapes by the spinning process. Laser assisted spinning
process [86] was also introduced to make spinning more flexible by
more focused local heating.
l forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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In roll forming, Lindgren et al. [117] developed a new method
using partial heating to increase the formability of the sheet
metals. It is shown that partial heating make it possible to roll form
large bend angles. For bending of high strength steels, complex
phase steels and martensite phase steels, Merklein and Geiger
[131] developed the laser assisted bending process in order to
enhance the formability of the materials to reduce springback and
to realize smaller bending radii and increased bending angles.

In sheet incremental forming process, recent advances have
enabled localized deformation to be accurately controlled. Sheet
incremental forming process has the potential to innovate sheet
metal forming, making it accessible to all levels of manufacturing
as stated by Jeswiet et al. [73] in his review paper about the
asymmetric sheet incremental forming.

Fig. 45 presents the sheet incremental forming process using
laser. The sheet incremental forming process of the hard-to-form
materials at room temperature is limited due to its formability. In
order to increase formability, the external heat sources such as
laser [34,35], resistance heating [11,37], friction heating [157,208]
and induction heating [5] were applied to the sheet incremental
forming process.

A forming process by local heating using near-infrared rays
(NIRs) is proposed to reduce springback of non-quenchable
advanced high-strength steels [107], such as dual-phase steels,
that are not suitable materials for hot stamping. NIR lamps show
outstanding cost performance, and the width of the heating area
can be controlled by designed reflectors. V-bending and 2D-draw
bending were conducted with heated DP980 sheets. Results
(Fig. 46) showed that NIR local heating has advantages over
furnace heating in both shape accuracy and hardness [107].

Dieless drawing is heat-assisted forming to reduce the cross
sectional area of a tube or wire [193]. The main prerequisites of
dieless drawing are localized heating and uniaxial tension.
Localized reduction in an area is caused in the tension state by
low flow stress at the locally heated part [44]. Dieless tube drawing
offers flexibility to reduce the cross-sectional area of a tube only by
adopting a drawing speed higher than the feeding speed without
requiring dies or a mandrel.

Metal bellows have wide applications in piping systems,
automotive industries, aerospace, automatic control and measur-

ing instruments, transportation, nuclear energy industry 

micro-electro mechanical systems. A novel manufacture met
without any dies and tools for producing the metal bellows w
various shapes (Fig. 47) was proposed [216].

4. Flexibility by process combination

4.1. Combination of conventional forming processes

A motivation for combination of forming processes is 

synergistic effect, meaning that the advantages of single proce
can be combined [106,169]. In addition to improving 

formability, the increase in flexibility is an important aspect [2
One interesting approach is represented by combination

conventional processes (e.g. deep drawing) with forming op
tions using active media or energies (e.g. elastomers, fluids, ga
electromagnetic fields) which offers advantages in terms of

– Achievement of high levels of deformation,
– Guaranteeing a high accuracy (e.g. reduction of spring-b
behaviour) and

– Integration of additional forming, cutting and joining operati

One example is a kind of partial “explosive forming” proc
based on gas generators following a deep drawing operation for
realization of a uniform pre-form. Gas generators, norm

Fig. 46. B-pillar forming test using near infrared sources [107].

Fig. 47. Bellows forming and diametral expansion by local heating [216]

Fig. 44. Spinning process using gas burners (a) photograph of experimental
equipment in spinning (b) geometry of the cross-section in formed magnesium
alloy pipe.
rate
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Fig. 45. Sheet incremental forming process using dynamic local heating (a)
experimental setup (b) clamped workpiece and tool stylus with cooling flow locally
re-moved by means of an air jet, and visible, dynamically moving heated spot [34].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
responsible for triggering airbags, offer the potential to gene
corresponding volumes of gas within very short time units
order to follow up on this basic idea, investigations w
performed at the IWU in Chemnitz to establish whether 

technology can be used both for cutting and for forming proces
Fig. 48 shows realized derivatives of an engine hood based o
process combination of deep drawing and “explosive forming

The manufacture of bent tubes made of high-strength mater
requires high bending loads, which leads to large springback 

eventually distortion of the cross-section. The incremental t
 forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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ing process allows significant reduction of the bending
ent. This is achieved by combining the continuous bending
ess with an incremental tube spinning process [22]. Extrusion
ess and bending deformation was combined to increase
bility of process and productivity. Due to an unsymmetrical
ing of the reinforcing elements, the curvature generation is
enced by the changed material flow [82,85].
he incremental tube forming process shows a significant
ntage concerning bending moment reduction as well as
ngback reduction compared to conventional tube bending
esses due to stress superposition. It was shown that an
ease of the process speed leads to a decrease of the bending
ent. Furthermore, a higher necking causes a higher reduction
e bending moment due to the higher superposed circumfer-
al stress.
ome researchers investigated the electromagnetic assisted
ing process also called as electromagnetic forming [162]. With
electromagnetic forming process, a more defined and flexible
etry can be obtained [72,174]. Fig. 49 presents integrated

tromagnetic forming and extrusion process. Shang and Daehn
] studied the electromagnetically assisted stamping process.
ombining stamping and electromagnetic forming, a more

a more uniform thickness distribution with a reduced amount of
maximum thinning can be achieved.

The outcome of the investigations showed that, as a result of
this combination of procedures, the process chain for manufactur-
ing the two component variants was significantly shortened and it
proved possible to reduce the number of forming tools required
from 5 to 3 tools in each case.

As already described in Section 4.1, one promising strategy is
the use of a universal pre-forms for realization of part derivatives.
Within a cooperation project, the basic feasibility of this approach
was studied and verified taking a drive consoles as an example
[151,152].

A conventional deep-drawing operation was used to generate
the universal preliminary form. The console derivatives (drive
console left, drive console four-wheel drive) were subsequently
realized by forming of component-specific areas based on
incremental forming strategies (Fig. 51).

Fig. 50. Procedure of the process combination of stretch forming and incremental
sheet forming [14].

Fig. 48. Process combination of deep drawing and explosive forming.

Fig. 49. Integrated electromagnetic forming and extrusion process [72].
Fig. 51. Process combination “deep drawing – incremental sheet metal forming”
[151,152,204].
plex shape can be formed [30,31].

Combination of flexible (incremental) forming process with a
entional forming process

raghi and co-workers [14,19] developed a new hybrid process
bining stretch forming with asymmetric incremental sheet
ing as shown in Fig. 50. A noticeable reduction of production

 compared to asymmetric incremental sheet forming is
ible. In comparison to asymmetric incremental sheet forming
ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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As one result of this approach, process route for manufacturing
the two component variants was significantly shortened. Addi-
tionally, the number of forming tools required were reduced from
5 to 3 tools in each case.

4.3. Combination of a forming process with non-forming processes

4.3.1. Increase of flexibility by combining metal forming and additive
manufacturing

Both in sheet and bulk metal forming, mass production
processes are common which profit from the so-called econo-
mies of scale and cannot easily be scaled down to small-scale
and individualized production. The cost structure of hot forging
and additive manufacturing processes are fundamentally
different. Hot forging processes use expensive dies, whose cost
increase rapidly with part size and part complexity. Further
downsides are that large forgings often are milled to the final
product shape with a large volume of wasted material since the
microstructure is only appropriate for the final application in a
small portion of the workpiece. In the aerospace industry, hot
forging is used to produce both structural parts as well as e.g.
turbine blades. Hot forging thus offers various possibilities for
the design of value chains in combination with additive
manufacturing  processes, e.g. the production of variants based
on a generic shape made by forging to reduce material waste by
milling.

A demonstrator of such a laser assisted metal rapid tooling
combination has been manufactured from an aluminum alloy
AA6082 using bending as preforming operation and laser powder
decomposition, Fig. 52 [18]. The part is a member used as crash
reinforcement, typically manufactured by forging. To produce a
single prototype, forging is not economically viable. Selective laser
melting/sintering is an option but yields long processing times. By
the combination of forming and additive manufacturing processes,
the part can be produced with �30–40% of the time, cost and
energy involved in 3DP of the entire part using selective laser
melting/sintering. Hence, prototypes or considerable amount of
products seem feasible with practical flexibility.

Hölker et al. [60] developed a concept for the combined
manufacturing of workpieces by incremental sheet metal forming
and laser powder deposition in one setup (Fig. 53). Workpieces
are formed incrementally in one step and in one machine
(simultaneously, afterward, or in between) without reclamping.

Geometrically complex elements can also be additively added
laser powder deposition on curved surfaces.

Furthermore, surface finishing by roller burnishing and d
rolling or drilling/milling can be carried out. Thus the ro
surfaces resulting from the additive manufacturing process can
burnished. The process and the machine are based on a five-a
machining center (“Lasertec 65 3D hybrid” from the comp
Sauer GmbH/DMG Mori), which can automatically pick 

different tools:

– A forming tool for incremental sheet metal forming.
– A rolling tool.
– A nozzle for laser powder depositions.
– A die for drilling/milling.

A challenge in using hot-forged parts for subsequent addi
manufacturing is, in particular, that the microstructure, 

residual stresses and the surface conditions of the semi-finis
product will be influenced by the AM process, such that suita
process parameters (laser power, feed rate, etc.) need to
identified. The powder deposition process imposes a cyclic ther
load onto the preformed base material, which triggers both 

creation of residual stresses as well as a complex microstruct
evolution. In order to predict the microstructure evolution in 

and process combinations of AM and forming, models
substantial complexity need to be built.

4.3.2. Increase of flexibility by combining sheet metal forming w
heating/heat treatment

Due to the interests of vehicle safety and crash requirement
the automotive industry, the use of ultrahigh-strength steel
structural and safety components is rapidly increasing [122]. H
ever, ultra-high strength steel is hard to form at the ro
temperature due to the high forming load and low formabi
Merklein and Lechler [133], Turetta et al. [200], and Bariani e
[20] show that hot stamping is a good solution to a forming proc
for ultra-high strength sheets [134]. Hot stamping make
possible to increase the formability of ultra-high strength s
[149,186], to manufacture more complex shapes and to red
springback to a minimum by elevating the cooling temperat
[76,143]. Fig. 54 shows a typical hot stamping process and so
automotive applications which are demonstrated by Karbasian 

Tekkaya [76].
Among the hot stamping studies, researches works on hea

sources have been carried out. Mori et al. [143] show
controllability of the temperature in sheet forming using re

Fig. 52. Pre-form manufacturing and laser powder decomposition [18].
Fig. 53. Four manufacturing methods integrated in one machine [60]. Fig. 54. Schematic figure of the hot stamping process [76,143].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
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e heating. Resistance heating is one of the most effective
ing solutions. Behrens et al. investigated another practical
tion of resistance heating for bigger parts [24]. By employing
tance heating, large furnaces are replaced with a power
ly. The heating time of the resistance heating requires several
nds, therefore, it is synchronised with holding for die
ching as shown in Fig. 55 [140].

n addition, various heating methods such as induction heating
contact heating are employed on the hot stamping in order to

 the sheet metal effectively [137]. Landgrebe et al. [101]. de-
ped a contact-heating device of sheet metal for hot stamping
e case of hot stamping, Kolleck et al. [87] employed induction
ing which brings in the benefit of high heating rates in order to
d grain coarsening while heating in a short time.

lexibility by forming M/C, system and software operation

Flexibility of machine operation

orming machines are expensive producer durable goods.
ided that they are designed and manufactured in an adequate

 their productive lifetime is usually significantly longer than
period of a company’s product program planning. Consequent-
ecifications of forming machines have to anticipate uncertain
ges of customer and market requirements. Most forming
hines are not designated to manufacture only one specific
uct, but a limited number of product classes. These classes of
ucts are also termed part families [79]. Although a general
nition of part family is missing [79], products produced by
al forming can be assigned to one class when the type of
ing process is the same and the tool dimensions as well as the
ired power and the tool movements range between certain
ts. Flexibility of a machine is predefined by the selection of the
ts. These limits determine the dimensioning of a forming
hine and are the result of a trade-off between flexibility and

 of a machine.
hile the aforementioned considerations exist since the first

al forming machines have been designed, new requirements
e in the last decades [104]. Changes in social requirements,
umer behaviour and market conditions necessitate new kinds
exibility. These kinds of flexibility consider the following
irements in view of machine operation:
) Lot sizes for machine operation
he demand for customized and short-term available products

Since modern material flow optimizations minimize storages,
multi technology machine-tools for forming and other operations
are of high interest.

Two major design principles are used to attain forming
machines with these increased flexibilities: improved control of
the machine movements and increased number of driven axes.
Both approaches are used for forming machines with rotating or
translational moving tools.

An improved control of the machine axes can be achieved by
servo-drives. They can either serve as direct drives [155] or as
additional actuators [215]. Numerous examples show the advan-
tages of this approach for presses [155]. The speed of the ram can
be adjusted to the specific requirements. In consequence, set-up
times can be reduced [203], process limits can be extended e.g. by
using a pulsating or oscillating slide motion [155], noise emission
can be reduced [51] and additional manufacturing operations can
be integrated into the forming process, see Fig. 56 [51]. Similar
benefits have also been achieved in machines with rotating
movements. By using a start-stop mode in roll forming the
continuous operation is stopped at specific points and additional
manufacturing steps like stamping, joining or sawing are carried
out [1]. Thus, additional manufacturing processes can be
integrated into the roll forming line without major investment
and storage of intermediate products is avoided.

An increased number of driven axes allows for forming
machines with more freedom in the relative movement between
tools and workpieces. This freedom of tool movement can be used
to shape the specific geometry of a workpiece by driving the tools
along specific paths. It opens the possibility to customize products
and shift geometrical limits of existing processes by using tool
paths which lead to advantageous states of stresses or forming
zones. Customization is achievable without mechanical changes
but only by changing parameters in the CNC control.

According to the previous study [167], this property of a
manufacturing system is called “reusability”. Since the product
geometry is determined by the tools geometry and the relative
movement between tool and workpiece tools can be kept
geometrically simpler and do not have to include all geometrical
features of the product geometry.

On the other hand, longer tool paths prolongate production
time and therefore reduce demand flexibility, if larger quantities
are required. A classification of forming processes according to the

Fig. 56. Design of a combined forming and brazing process [15].

5. Smart hot stamping having resistance heating, quenching, servo press and
rimming [140].
ntradictory to efficient large volume forming processes which
 long lead times for tool manufacture and process set-up.
) Shifted process limits in machine operation
ew products can be created by overcoming limitations
lting from characteristics of large scale processes. Extended
etrical freedom and improved operating conditions are of

ial interest.
) Rearrangement of process chains
etal forming machines are either used for the production of
le components or joining operations. Compared to other
ufacturing operations their cycle time is often much shorter.
ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in meta
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
necessary degrees of freedom for the tool movements is shown in
Fig. 57.

Several authors have studied possibilities to find beneficial
compromises between the high productivity of forming machines
with low flexibility and the low productivity of those machines
with high flexibility.

Adding more degrees of freedom (DoF) to a 1 DoF process with
rotating tools permits for products with varying thickness and
cross sections. Kopp et al developed rolling processes for strips
with defined thickness distributions in lengthwise or crosswise
l forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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direction [88,90]. These technologies make use of roll adjustments
in the thickness or transverse direction.

Increased flexibility of machines is required when these sheets
are used in subsequent forming operations [25]. In roll forming a
continuous adjustment of the gaps between the rolls is necessary.

This leads to machines with at least one more translational
drive. Adding a translational and a rotational DoF to conventional
roll forming or linear flow splitting mills enables the production of
profiles with varying cross sections in longitudinal direction
[56,153]. While the additional degrees of freedom open up new
possibilities for geometrical flexibility they create new challenges
at the same time. Non-steady states of deformations and loads
create deviations in shape which have to be counteracted. Beiter
[25] showed that roll forming of flexible rolled strips can be used to
create profiles with load optimised cross sections. But due to the
different thicknesses spring back and the position of the neutral
axis are changing in lengthwise direction. This requires additional
adjustments which can be carried out by closed loop controlled
operations [6].

Adding more degrees of freedom to a 1 DoF process with
translationally moved tools permits the implementation of both,
press operations and incremental processes like orbital or single
point incremental forming (Fig. 58).

One approach is the installation of a separate device for the
additional movement patterns (Fig. 58 left) [50]. Alternatively, the
main drive can be split into independent drives (Fig. 58 right).
Then, all drives can support all kind of operation modes [54]. By
changing the control parameters for the individual drives a
conventional press stroke as well as tool trajectories in several DoF
are possible.

Free forging of integrated press and multi-axis freedom ro
have been investigated. Lilly and Melligeri [115], Kopp 

Beckmann [89] studied the effect of integrated press and mu
axis freedom robot. Aksakal et al. [4] studied metal flow in lat
and axial directions, and manipulation of the workpiece. W
et al. [203] studied the effects of the incremental bulk forging
integrating a 6-axial freedom robot and an 80-ton link servo pr
By integrating 6-axis robot and servo-press, the increme
forging process have high flexibility in the forming proces
complex product with some simple tools. The optimized form
process of an arbitrary shape and process condition has b
studied numerically and experimentally.

The conventional metal forming process has been characteri
by a high productivity for mass production. This characteristic
the metal forming process leads to a rigid product and proc
spectrum [161]. The mechanical servo press improves 

flexibility of the metal forming process with the speed, accur
and reliability as well as with improved formability [155].

The major challenge for the design of flexible forming mach
is the bridging of the gap between high flexibility and 

productivity on the one and low flexibility and high productivity
the other side. One approach could be the multiple use of 

installed drives in a forming machine: power increase in lower 

mode and extension of motion pattern for higher DoF mo
[54]. One other approach is the combination of multiple flex
machines like demonstrated in Refs. [203,206].

5.2. Flexibility for smart system operation

The geometric inaccuracy arises mainly from the accumula
of elastic springback in the sheet metal during forming (l
springback) and the global springback after unclamping (glo
springback) [124]. To overcome this difficulty, effort has been
into modifying the toolpath prior to the physical experiment 

applying the pre-described toolpath in an open-loop manne
reduce the geometric deviation. The most common of these eff
include: non-z-level feature-based slicing [118] and multip
strategy [19,75].

Additionally, closed loop control has been used most ext
sively to control errors in geometry (including springback).
adaptive control scheme for the multi-axis bending and twis
process based on system identification of process models 

presented by Sun and Stelson [192] as shown in Fig. 59. The sh
errors between the intrinsic geometric quantities of the actual 

desired parts are applied to the inverse identified process mo
to calculate incremental changes in axis commands for subsequ
iterations.

Ambrogio et al. [10] tried to form a cone with a larger wall an
to compensate for springback. To generalize this approach, Beh
et al. [23] proposed a feature-based framework to automatic
detect different features for a complex geometry.

While the new kinematic profile bending processes offe
great flexibility in production, kinematic bending these proce
cause a high part springback and as a result, in the need
compensatory methods are needed to achieve target conto
Chatti et al. [28] developed a model for springback compensa

Fig. 57. Classification of forming processes [54].
Fig. 58. Increased number of DoF by additional drives: left: additional device [50],
right: split drive system [54]. Fig. 59. Multi-axis bending and twisting [192].

Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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rofiles with 3D bending lines to generate NC data prior to the
al bending process. Staupendahl and Tekkaya [188] noticed

 the control of the orientation of the cross-section during 3D
le bending results in shear stresses in addition to the bending
sses and affect part springback. They presented an analytical
el to predict the distribution of bending stresses as well as
r stresses over the cross section and use it in bending moment
springback calculations. Material variations inside a batch,
ever, cannot be detected and cause contour deviations. To
ter this error, a closed-loop control system can be used, which
quickly adapt axes’ movements to produce target shapes and

 reduce scrap. Staupendahl et al. [189] applied developed the
ed loop control concepts tofor 3D profile bending. Using the
ue Superposed Spatial profile bending process as an example
 described a method for direct closed loop control, using the
sured curvature after springback as a control variable, and an
rect method, using the bending force as a control variable as
n in Fig. 60.
igitized-die forming (DDF) is a flexible manufacturing
nology through which a variety of three-dimensional sheet
al parts can be produced in a DDF system [112] shown in
61. It eliminates the need to design and produce the
entional die [113]. The central component of DDF system is
ir of matrices of punches, the punches are controlled by
puter and the desired shape of die is constructed by changing
heights of punches. Based on the flexibility of DDF, new
ing processes are designed that cannot be realized in
entional stamping.
owever, the determination of the value of the deviations from
desired shape is mostly empirical, and the application is
ned with respect to the complexity of the desired geometry
the model accuracy. In the contrary to the aforementioned
-loop geometric profile error compensation methods, other

research works are focused on the development of an effective
closed-loop toolpath correction algorithm based on the optical
measurement of the different part shapes, so that any discrepancy
will be compensated iteratively. In 2005, Hirt et al. [67] proposed
using the off-line scanned geometry to compensate for geometric
errors. Following the same philosophy, Rauch et al. [165] combined
B-spline and morphing techniques with the compensation
algorithm to enhance the model capability regarding complex
geometric features. Fu et al. utilized a wavelet transformation to
determine the compensation function, and parts of the physical
iteration process for their algorithm are supplemented with
numerical simulations to reduce the possible experimental cost as
shown in Fig. 62 [43].

Although the aforementioned methods are geometry indepen-
dent, the efficiency of these off-line compensation methods are all
still limited by the multiple physical or numerical iterations
required in the algorithm. Thus, an online compensation method
has been proposed with the combination of the optimal control
theory and an online stereo-vision geometric measurement
system [9]. The proposed framework is further extended to the
general part geometry [63]. Fiorentinno et al. [40] also proposed an
artificial cognitive system based on the Iterative Learning Control
(ILC) to modify the target geometry at discrete time steps.

6. Summary and future prospects

Metal forming products are key components in various
industries. The manufacturing and market environment has
necessitated the increase of flexibility to tackle the problems of
market-responsiveness and manufacturing competitiveness. In
the future, flexibility will continue to increase.

Fig. 61. Flexible forming with digitized die [112].

Fig. 62. Tool path design of incremental forming [43].
Fig. 60. Closed loop control of 3D profile bending [189].

ase cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in meta
i.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
In this work, taking into account the current state of the art and
future trend as well, flexibility in forming is classified in terms of
increased degree of freedom, physical parameter variation, process
combination and flexibilization of operation for machine, struc-
ture, system and software.

As an important means of increased degree of freedom, various
incremental forming processes have been reviewed. It is expected
to have the expansion of application of incremental sheet forming
processes in the automobile industry, due to the increasing
number of car models with diversified designs. The use of very
l forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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simple undevoted tools in sheet manufacture is advantageous in
forming complicated parts with incoming new information and
electronic technologies. To make incremental forming more
flexible, multiple tools and robotic assistance have been intro-
duced in various incremental forming processes with the aid of
more precise automatic control and advanced sensor techniques.
Hard-to-form materials are more and more used for light weight
construction and incremental forming is conveniently employed
by applying heat at the desired areas, which would open a new
potential once the temperature can be properly controlled during
the process.

Long channel-like products or large 3D-rolled plates or sheets
are good success examples of flexible roll forming; flexible roll
forming and roll forming of large plates with generally curved
surface. With further refinement of advanced tooling schemes for
better geometric control of the products, more practical applica-
tions would be expected to be developed.

Generally curved tubes, round or noncircular, are formed by
die-less incremental bending with properly devised tools. Large
tubes or channels can be formed with simple tools by incremental
forming using heat properly.

Incremental bulk forming has long been used by discretely
incremental forming schemes for small and large products at cold
or hot state. The use of robots in forging machine (press) or
specialized CNC controlled incremental radial and/or axial flexible
forming machine have been developed to make geometrically
complex parts including rings.

Flexibility in forming can be effectively enhanced by varying
physical parameters such as new geometric variation even for
continuous forming process such as in plate rolling. This type of
flexibility is important in manufacturing light weight products to
have increased strength in some desired direction or region. The
change of thickness in some specific direction in the rolling process
and various tailored blank preparation by introducing different
thickness at the desired location enables the customized material
strengthening of products.

Flexibility can also be achieved by material disposition using
different materials by introducing joining either by welding or
forming, resulting in differentiated local strength. Another type of
material disposition is to introduce a sandwich structure with skin
sheets and inner core material for the purpose of light weight
construction. It is expected to introduce innovative design and
manufacture of inner structure or new materials with good
bondability and reasonable formability for widened practical
application of light weight products in the industry.

3D printing of metals has introduced flexibility in making
metallic products and especially dies/molds for complicated
geometry with diversified high grade materials. New materials
and innovative 3D printing technology would further extend the
application areas of 3D printing as extended concept of forming
products for facilitated increase of flexibility.

The use of local or incremental heating is found to be an
effective method for tailor tempered metal sheets either in
conventional forming or in incremental forming as a means of
flexibility increase. Tailored tempering gives flexibility in keeping
the high strength in the untempered zone and high shock
absorbing capability in the tempered zone. Flexible local heating
in conventional forming or in incremental forming such as in
spinning, roll forming or pointed tool incremental forming by laser,

products with desired properties: forging or tooth forming a
sheet metal forming, precision forging after deep drawing, et

Metal forming can be also combined with non-forming proc
such as additive manufacturing opening up good future possib
ties. Preform manufactured by sheet forming was convenie
combined with laser assisted 3D printing reducing the 

manufacturing time, cost and significantly.
Flexibility in forming can be considered from the syste

viewpoint of forming machine, system and related software e
for the existing machines. In order to increase the flexib
(mostly geometrical) for the same machine principle, the degre
freedom of the machine should be increased. The increased deg
of freedom requires more refined control of the machine to ens
the desirable quality of the product. The servo-press or 3D ser
press provides higher flexibility for forming of complex parts w
accuracy, productivity and reliability. The flexible change
forming schedule in servo press through more advanced form
path control has enabled flexible manufacture of comp
products. The challenge coming from the conflict betw
flexibility and flexibility can be tackled either by multiple us
the installed drives or combination of multiple flexible machi

As mentioned before, the increased degree of freedom by ne
adding moving device or die requires advanced adaptive clo
loop control scheme to control the geometry precisely.

As shown in this review, numerous flexible forming proce
have been developed up to the present day. Some processes rea
found their way into industrial application. Examples are flex
rolling processes, open die forging as well as tube bend
processes. Flexibilization of a forming process seems industri
viable for a certain range of product spectrum when 

introduction of additional degrees of freedom does not sacri
productivity, typically as in the case for flexible rolling processe
addition, the loss in productivity caused by flexibilization is leve
by the added value of the individualized product as can be foun
aerospace and military applications as well as in production
customized premium consumer goods. Another successful ap
cation for flexible forming may be that workpieces are too larg
be deformed by dedicated dies. Examples are open die forging 

incremental bending of plates for production of large-scale tu
Several flexible processes use the plastic deformation of prim
actuators, which plastically deform the parts cross section
introduce secondary actuators, which flexibly bend or twist 

plastically deformed cross section to accommodate more p
shape complexity; for example, open-die forging with combi
bending and twisting as well as 3D bending of tubes and profi
Shape complexity has been greatly enhanced by introduc
incremental forming processes which maximizes degree
freedom, especially in sheet forming, while sacrificing 

productivity or lot size capability.
However, further flexibility can be secured with increa

productivity by introducing physical parameter variation, wh
can be achieved effectively through geometric variation, mate
disposition and local heating, etc. The possibility of controlling
product properties and the level of productivity is open to furt
innovation. Flexibility and productivity obviously are o
conflicting requirements in forming processes. Innovation
processes is, therefore, greatly required to make comprom
between flexibility and productivity or to make destruc
innovation and breakthrough. Future research directions in flex
and
hus
ity.
n of
ess-
ible
on-

ility
tem
gas heating, resistance heating, or infrared heating showed
increased formability.

Process combination increases flexibility in various ways in
metal forming either by combining between conventional forming
processes or combining a conventional forming process with an
incremental forming process. Since incremental forming takes a
long time, incremental forming can be successfully combined with
stretch forming or with deep drawing with good advantages,
saving the whole processing time. The combination of sheet
forming and bulk forming has been successfully tried creating new
Please cite this article in press as: Yang DY, et al. Flexibility in metal
doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.004
discontinuous forming processes should focus on redesigning 

flexibilizing dedicated tooling towards actuated systems, t
introducing flexibility with minimally sacrificing productiv
Great potentials can be also sought by introducing combinatio
processes, i.e. either by combining between conventional proc
es or combining a conventional forming process with a flex
forming process, or by combining a forming process with a n
forming process, still demanding creative endeavour.

Various approaches are being tried to increase flexib
through flexibilization of machines, intelligent machine sys
 forming. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2018), https://
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Ple
do
machine-operating softwares. Greater innovative potentials
 more effective introduction and use of artificial intelligence.
ven in mass production system, for example, continuous
ing system such as rolling system will depend on the progress
istributed process control. Besides industrial demands, there
numerous applications were productivity does not play a
ral role, e.g. in the production of customized consumer goods.

 the advent of industry 4.0 and increasing connectivity of
omers and production processes requiring more flexibility,
ble forming processes and methodologies could find various
 applications in the individualization of products.

onclusions

he manufacturing and market environment has necessitated
increase of more flexibility to tackle with the problems of
ket-responsiveness and manufacturing competitiveness. In
paper, taking into account the current state of the art and
re trend as well, flexibility in forming is extensively treated and
ussed in terms of increased degree of freedom, physical
meter variation, process combination and flexibilization of
ation for machine, structure, system and software. It is
cted to develop more relevant technologies to enhance the
bility to meet mass customization and on-demand
ufacturing requirements with desirable productivity.
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